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 Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Motivation 
Actually, the networks are not growing only in size or in traffic capacity; networks are 
also growing in complexity. Future end user services will require a varied set of 
supporting networks functionality. Network topology and functions will need to change 
in a few seconds having the capacity to bring up or down function nodes to adapt the 
network to the service requirements. The Internet of the future will be a particular case 
of this challenging framework. 
At this point virtualization appears as a mechanism to configure network functions (i.e. 
network nodes) in a single physical machine, which look different and independent of 
each other. Each of these entities is called “virtual machine”. A virtual machine (VM) 
can be defined as a software implementation of a computer that executes programs like 
a real computer. The computational and communication resources within a site are 
partitioned into VMs, which are fully isolated runtime environments that abstract away 
the physical characteristics of the resource and enable total sharing. Virtualization is 
also an enabling technology of the Cloud Computing paradigm. 
There are several obvious advantages to virtualization. To mention the most prominent 
ones let’s start saying that having an abstraction layer between the real hardware 
available and the instructions set offered to virtual machines it becomes possible to keep 
legacy software running in a virtual environment, even if the original hardware 
requirements can no longer be met due to failing hardware or missing spare parts. Using 
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a system emulator approach, a VM can emulate the original legacy hardware on current 
platforms, providing even higher performance. 
On the other hand, virtualization enables the consolidation of several servers onto one-
hardware. Current hardware systems tend to be vastly oversized for their jobs. 
Combining these jobs allows the better utilization of hardware while still keeping a 
logical separation of different systems. This will also reduce the amount of hardware 
necessary, resulting in savings in both physical space and energy requirements. 
Finally it is possible to adhere to high availability and security requirements. If a virtual 
machine experiences high system load, the VM can simply assign more CPU time or 
system memory to it. If the real hardware is overloaded itself, the virtual machine can 
be migrated onto another physical system. By cloning systems it is possible to create 
“hot standby” environments, which can be used in disaster recovery measures. And last 
but not least the virtual machines are separated from each other providing 
compartmentalization of different tasks for additional security. 
There are, however, also some problems with regard to virtualization. Additional costs 
may add up as new hardware has to be bought to cover the increased hardware 
requirements of the host that will house the virtual machines. If virtual machines should 
be easily accessed from multiple locations, for example for migration of virtual 
machines, a significant amount of network storage has to be provided, possibly 
requiring additional network storage services and administration costs. 
Also, as virtual machines are easy to create and to clone, it is likely that more (possibly 
unused) virtual machines will be created than strictly necessary, eating up additional 
resources. 
Some security problems should not be overlooked. While virtualization allows 
compartmentalization of different tasks, increasing security in that area, it also opens up 
new or increased security problems in other areas. 
First, a Trojan horse could use virtualization techniques to hide itself from scanners. 
These attempts try to clone the system they infect into a virtual machine and install 
themselves as hypervisor above the virtualized system. A system that is virtualized with 
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such malware will be completely ignorant of the fact that it has been captured. Since all 
installed scanning software will run in the virtualized environment, the Trojan horse is 
able to eradicate all references to it and escape detection. Although there may exist 
possibilities to detect the fact that the system has been virtualized from within the 
virtual environment, this attack still remains a serious threat to be considered. 
Moreover a virtual machine is easier to steal on portable media. DVDs or USB sticks 
are easily hidden compared to a physical server and if the stolen copy is a clone of the 
original, while the original is still running and providing its services, not even its 
absence will be noticed. 
Even if a trusted user takes a copy of a virtual machine with him to continue work at 
home, that may open up security problems, as the machine leaves the local 
administrative vicinity and enters a new environment with an unknown security context. 
While security precautions – like firewalls or virus scanners – may have protected the 
VM in its original environment, this may no longer be guaranteed in the new 
environment. 
Although one of the envisioned advantages of virtualization was easier administration, 
that goal has only partly been achieved. In some scenarios, virtualization can help to 
make administrative issues easier – like when cloning a VM in order to produce a 
backup copy. Unfortunately however, there still remains some amount of necessary 
administration. VMs still have to be created, deleted, copied or moved by hand.  
Last but not least, the overheads incurred in the virtualization process are not negligible. 
The creation of VMs in a physical node will require part of its resources to the 
virtualization process itself. This part of resources won’t be available to use by any VM. 
1.2 Project Objectives 
Acknowledging the great potential of virtualization techniques in communication 
networks, the aim of this project is to understand and analyze the possibilities of 
virtualization in the network scope. For that reason we set the objectives of the project 
as follows: 
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• To analyze the different virtualization techniques currently available and to 
understand their impact in the virtualization process 
• To identify virtualization tools supporting the above virtualization techniques 
• To devise a set of scenarios where virtualization can play a role and implement a 
subset of them for evaluation purposes 
• To devise a set of performance indexes to evaluate the behaviour of virtual 
network scenarios. 
• To select a virtualization tool and run a set of experiments with the virtual 
network infrastructure 
• To propose a monitoring mechanism of the usage of resources of each virtual 
machine 
• To extrapolate the evaluation results of the proposed tests to more complex 
scenarios 
Work conducted within the project is structured in this report as follows. After this 
introduction, Chapter 2 presents the virtualization and monitoring background with 
general view of these techniques and a concrete view of some tools utilized in this 
project, Chapter 3 presents the proposed solution to monitor and analyze the virtual 
routers and the traffic passed through it, Chapter 4 presents the scenarios used in our 
TestBed and the results obtained with our tests. Finally, Chapter 5 presents the 
conclusions obtained from this project and the future work in network virtualization. 
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Chapter 2  
Technology background 
2.1 Virtualization concepts 
Virtualization [i] is a broad term that refers to the abstraction of computer resources. 
The idea behind this concept is that it is a technique for hiding to the end users, 
applications or operating systems the physical characteristics of computing or 
networking resources. Any relationship between physical and logical resources is 
possible. In particular we can obtain multiple logical resources from one physical 
resource, or one logical from multiple physical, and also making one physical to appear, 
with different characteristics, as one logical resource. 
The term virtualization appears in the sixties from the IBM M44/44X [ii] that was an 
experimental computer system simulating multiple virtual machines using both 
hardware and software. Since then this technology has evolved considerably and today 
we can virtualize a resource, a platform or a complete network. In that way, users, 
programs or operating systems will not recognize that they are working with a 
virtualized entity or with a physical one. 
 Each virtualized entity will be called “virtual machine”. A virtual machine will have a 
Virtual Machine Monitor, and an operating system running on top of it that will be 
called “guest OS”. We will be able to run, pause or stop a virtual machine when we 
want, even, a virtual machine can be moved from one physical machine to another 
without pausing or stopping it if the hypervisor, also called “host OS”, supports it. 
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Our objective is to virtualize and analyze virtual routers. In order to do so, we must use 
a technique known as “platform virtualization”. This involves the virtualization of the 
complete operating system. 
There are two basic kinds of platform virtualization; namely Hosted virtualization and 
Full or Hypervisor virtualization. The first one installs and runs the virtualization layer 
as an application on top of the operating system of the physical machine. In contrast the 
hypervisor architecture installs the virtualization layer directly on the operating system. 
In the second case the virtualization layer doesn’t have to compete with other existing 
applications in the same platform to share resources. Figure 2.1 shows the different 
platform virtualization options. 
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In Figure 2.1 (left) shows a physical machine with an operating system installed over 
the hardware. Figure 2.1 (centre) shows the Full (or Hypervisor) virtualization mode. In 
this case, the Virtual Machine Monitor is installed directly as an operating system and it 
abstracts all the resources to the guest operating systems. Finally, Figure 2.1 (right) 
represents an architecture based on Hosted Virtualization. In this case the operating 
system installed supports the Virtual Machine Monitor providing virtual hardware to the 
guest operating systems. In this project we have adopted the Full (or Hypervisor) 
architecture. It is also worthy to mention that the implementation of Full virtualization 
can be achieved either by means of paravirtualization [iii] (needs modified operating 
system) and hardware-assisted virtualization [iv] (can run unmodified operating system).  
The ultimate reason to virtualize resources is to get rid of the advantages deriving from 
that technology. In the following paragraphs we outline the most relevant ones. 
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Isolation between services is probably the most apparent benefit. Running all services in 
a physical machine is sometimes problematic. In fact, interactions between services can 
cause conflicts or a service freezing can make all services freezing. Virtualization 
allows for isolation all our services in different virtual machines. Then if one fails, the 
rest will not be affected. 
Standardization is also a benefit derived from virtualization. In fact, virtualization 
provides standard hardware to guest operating system, this prevents users to search and 
install drivers that are not included in the operating system installation. The only 
component that will not be standardized is the CPU; virtual machines will send the 
instructions to the physical CPU and this forces Virtual Machine Monitor to show the 
same physical CPU. 
Virtualization also increases the utilization of physical machines and allows for load 
balancing among several physical machines.  
Virtualization also brings benefits to the research community. Either in networking or 
computing, the existence of virtual machines allows for testing software or network 
devices without affecting a physical network or a physical platform.  
Nevertheless not all are advantages. As all virtual machines depend on a single 
virtualization hypervisor, in case of failure of this one all the virtual machines will 
crash. Therefore, services running in different virtual machines would fall together 
whereas if they had been running in different physical machines, all except one would 
still be alive.  
Another disadvantage is the performance penalty. To run a virtual machine, 
virtualization software must run an additional layer above the physical machine. These 
performance penalties can affect the CPU and also to the input/output operations such 
as disk read/write or network connections. 
Running different virtual machines in a single physical computer will require enough, 
CPU power and RAM memory. In addition in case of unmodified operating systems, 
the CPU must support Hardware Virtualization. On the other hand, some licensed 
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operating systems, require a license for any virtual machine that have to be installed. In 
summary, virtualization is not for free and a careful trade-off has to be established. 
2.1.1 Virtual machine creation 
This section explains how platform virtualization works to create a virtual machine. As 
a virtual machine is a very complex system we will focus only on three basic fronts; 
namely, RAM memory, Network connectivity and CPU. 
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As we can see in Figure 2.2, resource virtualization involves that the physical machine 
must share his CPU power and RAM memory with virtual machines. Network is also 
shared with virtual machines but it works a little bit different. 
The first front is the CPU virtualization. The basic idea is that the physical machine 
must share its CPU time with different virtual machines. This sharing can be controlled 
using different configurations to grant priority or time access to some virtual machines 
or to the physical machine. This access control mechanisms is similar to the technique 
granting access to different applications to a common CPU in a physical machine: a 
virtual machine takes control of the CPU for a while, it saves the state of CPU and waits 
for his next CPU time slot. 
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Nevertheless CPU virtualization is complex. Popek and Goldberg [v], defined a set of 
requirements for a CPU to be completely virtualized.  The key idea is laying on a set of 
privileged instructions; that is, a set of instructions that have to trap and execute in a 
privileged mode. To grant a complete platform virtualization, the Hypervisors must 
intercept these instructions coming from virtual machines and replace them with other 
instructions that will permit the guest operating system access to the memory mappings, 
communicate with devices or manipulate global configuration registers. 
The second front is the memory virtualization. Like with CPU virtualization, the 
physical machine will share his physical memory with virtual machines. The Virtual 
Machine Monitor will reserve a specific memory space for each virtual machine. The 
virtual machine will see this space as a contiguous memory space, but it is not 
necessarily tied to the physical memory in the system. Figure 2.3 shows how works 
memory virtualization. In this image, blue spaces are virtual pages with physical 
address stored, green space is the physical memory space seen by the virtual machine, 
and orange space is the real physical machine memory. The Virtual Machine Monitor is 
responsible for mapping guest physical memory (green) to the real machine memory 
(orange). 
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Finally network sharing works as a gateway. Different network configurations are 
possible to share connections. In consequence, any virtual machine has virtual network 
interfaces virtually connected to the physical network interface. Network packets pass 
through the physical interface and are allocated to each virtual interface destination. 
This makes that virtual machines are in a subnetwork with the physical machine and 
other virtual machines. 
2.1.2 Virtualization tools 
In this section we intend to list the most important virtualization tools. There are lots of 
virtualization tools such as: Parallels[vi] for Mac, Windows and Linux; Open VZ [vii], 
open source supported by Parallels; Microsoft Virtual PC [viii], VMWare [ix], KVM [x], 
Virtual Box [xi] and finally Xen that is the virtualization tool used in this project. 
Xen [xii] is a Virtual Machine Monitor for x86, x86-64, Itanium and Power Pc 970. It 
was originated as a research project at the University of Cambridge, led by Ian Pratt, 
senior lecturer at Cambridge and founder of XenSource, Inc. In October 2007, Citrix 
Systems [xiii] acquired XenSource, Inc and renamed XenSource’s products under the 
Citrix brand. 
Today the Xen.org Community supports the open source Xen versions with his 
Community Projects. Citrix Systems supports free Xen versions as XenDesktop 4 or 
XenServer and commercialize the Essentials for XenServer, for Microsoft Hyper-V and 
the Essentials support. These applications contribute to Xen Virtual Machine Monitors 
with different features to control and manage virtual machines. 
Xen is a Full-Virtualization Virtual Machine Monitor that supports Hardware-Assisted 
Virtualization and Paravirtualization.  
2.1.3 XEN Virtual Machine Monitor 
Xen have a lot of properties that makes it our ideal virtualization tool. Xen is open 
source (we don’t have to earn any licensed operating systems to run it), there’s a lot of 
information, manuals and mailing lists in Internet, but Xen have a special feature, 
paravirtualization. 
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At the beginning of this project, my aim was to get in virtualization environment to 
have the possibility of testing monitoring tools and his network possibilities. 
Paravirtualization allows me to use virtualization in my own PC without change or buy 
anything. With this feature, we can experiment with virtualization in any PC without 
and additional cost and it permits us to analyze all virtualization possibilities.  
2.1.3.1 History 
Xen Virtual Machine Monitor was a research project at the University of Cambridge 
computer laboratory [xiv]. Ian Pratt, senior lecturer at Cambridge and in 2004 founder of 
XenSource, Inc, leaded this project.   
Until 2007 October, XenSource supported the development of open source project and 
also sold enterprise versions of the software. On 2007 October, Citrix Systems 
completed the acquisition of XenSource and the Xen open source project moved to 
http://www.xen.org. 
Actually Citrix System offers virtualization solutions based on Xen Architecture. Also 
this enterprise supports with other marks supports the open source Xen project that is 
continuously developing. 
2.1.3.2 Xen architecture 
A Xen virtual environment consist of several items that work together to create a virtual 
environment in our machine: 
• Xen Hypervisor 
• Domain 0 (Dom0) 
• Domain Management and Control (Xen DM&C) 
• Domain U (DomU) 
The figure 2.4 shows how these elements are organized. 
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Xen Hypervisor 
The Xen hypervisor is the basic abstraction layer of software that sits directly on the 
hardware below any operating system. It is responsible for CPU scheduling and 
memory partitioning of the various virtual machines running on our system. The 
hypervisor also controls the execution of virtual machines as they share the common 
processing environment. It has no knowledge of networking, external storage devices, 
video, or any other common I/O functions found on a computing system. 
Domain 0 
Domain 0 is a modified Linux kernel that we use as a base operating system. It’s the 
unique virtual machine running on the Xen hypervisor that has special rights to access 
physical I/O resources as well as interact with the other virtual machines (DomU) 
running on the system. Xen virtualization environments require Domain 0 to be running 
before any other virtual machines can be started. 
As we can see in figure 2.5, there are two drivers included in this domain to support 
network and local disk requests from DomU’s: the Network backend driver and the 
Block backend driver. The first, communicates directly with the local networking 
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hardware to process all virtual machines requests. The other communicates with local 
storage disks to read and write data from drives based upon DomU’s requests. 
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Domain U 
Domain U will be our virtual machine. All paravirtualized machines running on a Xen 
hypervisor can be named Domain U PV Guest (PV is paravirtual) and run modified 
Linux operating systems, Solaris [xv], FreeBSD [xvi] and other UNIX operating systems. 
All fully virtualized machines can be named Domain U HVM Guests (HVM is 
Hardware Virtual Machine) and run on standard Windows, Linux or any other 
unchanged operating system. 
The paravirtual guest is aware that it does not have direct access to the hardware and 
recognizes that other virtual machines are running on the same machine. It contains two 
drivers for network and disk access, PV network driver and PV block driver 
The HVM guest is not aware that it is sharing processing time on the hardware and that 
other virtual machines are present. It does not have the PV drivers and a special daemon 
is started for each HVM guest in Dom0, Qemu-dm supports the networking and disk 
access requests for HVM guests. 
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Domain Management and Control 
The open source community classified a series of Linux daemons as Domain 
Management and Control. These services run on Domain0 and supports management 
and control of virtualization environment. 
• Xend 
The Xend daemon is a python application that is considered the system manager 
for the Xen environment. It leverages the libxenctrl library to make requests of 
the Xen hypervisor. All requests processed by the Xend are delivered to it via an 
XML PRC interface by the XM tool.  
• Xm 
The command line tool that takes user inputs, and passes it to Xend via XML 
RPC. 
• Xenstored 
The Xenstored daemon maintains a registry of information including memory 
and event channel links between Domain 0  and all other Domain U guests. The 
Domain 0 virtual machine leverages this registry to setup device channels with 
other virtual machines on the system. 
• Libxenctrl 
Libxenctrl is a C library that provides Xend the ability to talk with the Xen 
hypervisor via Domain 0. A special driver within Domain 0, privcmd delivers 
the request to the hypervisor. 
• Qemu-dm 
Every HVM guest running on a Xen environment requires its own Qemu 
daemon. This tool handles all networking and disk requests from the Domain U 
HVM Guest to allow for a fully virtualized machine in the Xen environment. 
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Quemu must exist outside the Xen hypervisor due to its need for access to 
networking and I/O and is therefore found in Domain 0. 
A new tool, Stub-dm, is in development for future versions of Xen. It will remove the 
need for a Qemu running for every Domain U HVM guest and will instead provide a set 
of services available to every Domain U HVM guest.  
2.1.3.3 XEN and network interfaces  
Xen creates, by default, six pair of “connected virtual Ethernet interfaces” for use by 
Dom0. These interfaces are represented in figure 2.6. Think of them as two Ethernet 
interfaces connected by an internal crossover Ethernet cables. veth0 is connected to 
vif0.0, veth1 is connected to vif0.1, etc, up to veth6 connected to vif0.6. 
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When a new Dom U is running, Xen creates a new pair of Ethernet interfaces, one in 
Dom 0 and other in Dom U. The Dom 0 interface name is vifX.Y, where “X” is Dom U 
“id” identifier and “Y” is the identifier of this Ethernet device in Dom U. For example, 
the first Ethernet device (eth0) will have the vifX.0. In Dom U configuration script we 
can define multiple Ethernet interfaces with any IP and MAC address. Figure 2.7 shows 
this interface configuration. 
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By default, Xen use bridging to give network communication to our virtual machines. 
The basic idea of this method is to create a virtual bridge to connect the virtual 
machines with physical Ethernet devices. When the virtual bridge is created, Xen copies 
MAC and IP address of physical interface to vethX interface, and attaches vifX.Y to the 
virtual bridge. Physical interface is renamed as pethX and vethX is renamed as ethX. 
Figure 2.8 shows the virtual connection of these interfaces. 
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More than one virtual bridge can be configured and virtual interfaces can be attached to 
the bridge selected in the Virtual Machine configuration script. 
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In our test we also use another option to give network connectivity to virtual machines, 
we named it dedicated interfaces configuration. Using this method, the physical device 
is directly controlled by the virtual machine and the Host can’t access to this device. 
Figure 2.9 shows the schema of this configuration using two physical Ethernet devices. 
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As we can see in Figure 2.9 in this case the Xen Hypervisor hasn’t access to network 
connectivity, this can be a problem, but it avoid the Host machine to process any packet 
that is destined to a virtual machine. If we have more physical devices, we can use one 
with Dom0 and the others with DomU’s. 
2.1.3.4 Xen Commands 
Xen has a lot of commands to configure and use it. This section contains commands 
mostly used in our analysis. 
• xm create <configfile> Starts a domain defined in “configfile” 
• xm console <virtual machine> Connect to the console of virtual machine 
specified 
• xm destroy <virtual machine> Destroys the virtual machine specified 
• xm reboot <virtual machine> Reboots the virtual machine specified 
• xm list Print information about domains running in Xen Virtual Machine 
Monitor 
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• xm sched-credit Allows to give CPU priority to one or more virtual or physical 
machines. It can be configured with Cap mode (fixes the maximum amount of 
CPU that a domain will be able to consume) or Weight mode ( gives 
proportional priority to a domain). Figure 2.10 shows an example of sched-
credit where “r1t3” can get twice as much CPU than “Domain-0” or “r2t3”. Also 
“r2t3” is limited to use at maximum the 50% of total CPU Load.  
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• xentop Displays information about the Xen system and domains. Command-line 
options and interactive options can change the detail and format of the 
information displayed. Figure 2.11 shows an example of “xentop” running in a 
Xen Hypervisor with a virtual machine created named “r1t3”. 
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2.1.3.5 Running examples 
Figures 2.12 and 2.13 shows Xen Virtual Machine Monitor running examples. In Figure 
2.12 we can see a virtual machine installing Windows Server 2003. In Figure 2.13 there 
are three connected consoles, first console is connected to Dom0 and the other are 
connected to virtual machines using the “xm console” command. 
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2.2 Monitoring techniques and tools 
Today, computing systems are involved in nearly all human activities. The evolution on 
computational systems started when typical typewriters were replaced by personal 
workstations, home phones landlines were replaced by mobile phones with versatile 
features and sophisticated digital devices are used rather than simple electronic 
appliances. A distinguishing aspect of this evolution is the fact that computing devices 
are all requiring network connectivity. As a consequence computer networks are 
growing up every day, and these are everywhere: mobile phone networks, corporate 
networks, factory networks, campus networks, home networks, in-car networks, on 
board networks in airplanes and trains.  
But these networks have to be remotely controlled to make an efficient use of their 
resources and capabilities.  This control is based on information collection of properly 
selected variables in appropriate locations. CPU Load, disk utilisation, network 
connections, active routes, clients connected, active machines and much more options 
are basic to allow a network manager applying new or restore old configurations, to turn 
on or off some servers or to create or destroy some routes in his network. Here appears 
a term that is used continuously in networking and computing such as “monitoring”. 
Network monitoring [xvii] describes the use of a system that periodically or not monitors 
resources from a computer, group of computers or any network system to be aware of 
the state of these computers, systems or networks. 
2.2.1 Monitoring tools 
There are some tools to monitor the state of a resource or machine. These tools are able 
to monitor some resources in the machine, but the really important question in 
monitoring is how we can see this information and how affect the monitoring tool to the 
monitored resource.  
A representative source of information on network monitoring standards and protocols 
is the SimpleWeb [xviii]. In this server we can find links and information on network 
management, including, software, RFCs and tutorials. Network monitoring tools as 
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Cacti [xix], Cfengine [xx], Fprobe [xxi], libsmi [xxii], Nagios [xxiii], RRDtool [xxiv], 
Wireshark [xxv] and SBLOMARS & BLOMERS [xxvi] are presented in SimpleWeb. 
Nevertheless we will concentrate only on SNMP [xxvii] because this standard is the base 
of our monitoring approach. Also we will describe a program called IPerf [xxviii] that 
will be the packet source and sink in our TestBed and will count the packet loss during 
our analysis. 
2.2.2 SNMP 
SNMP (Simple Network Management Protocol) is an UDP-based network protocol 
mostly used in network management systems. The Simple Network Management 
Protocol project was started in 1988 by de IAB [xxix] with the publication of RFC 1052 
[xxx], a publication with specifications for the network management standard. From 
August 1988 to May 1990 three RFC’s were published defining the SNMP the last is 
RFC 1157 [xxxi]. 
This RFCs define the SNMP architecture as a collection of network management 
stations and network elements, where network elements (also called Slaves) are devices 
such as hosts, gateways or terminal servers executing a software component called 
Agent which reports information, and network management stations (also called 
Manager) execute applications which monitor and control network elements. The 
SNMP RFCs define also the protocol used to communicate information between the 
managers and the agents present in network elements and also to get or set variables in 
the stations. 
Essentially, the protocol gives some functions to masters and slaves to communicate the 
state of variables. The management stations can retrieve information using the “GET”, 
“GETNEXT” and “GETBULK” protocol primitives. The agent can also send data 
without being asked using the “TRAP” or “INFORM” protocol primitives. Managers 
can also send configuration updates or controlling requests through the “SET” protocol 
operation. 
The set of variables that accessible via SNMP are hierarchically organized constituting 
a Management Information Bases (MIB’s) [xxxii]. These MIBs use namespaces [xxxiii] 
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containing object identifiers (OID) [xxxiv], each OID identifies a variable that can be read 
or set via SNMP. Figure 2.14 shows a MIB tree captured with a MIB browser. Each 
element visible in this figure is represented in Management Information Tables by a 
sequence of numbers separated by points. In this case the entry “ifIndex” is a counter 
number for an interface and it is represented by the OID “1.3.6.1.2.1.2.2.1.1” [xxxv]. 
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The Simple Network Management Protocol evolved with the years. The initial 
implementation called SNMPv1 has been criticized for its poor security. The clients 
only authenticate by a “community string” taping a password that is transmitted in clear 
text. On April 1993 SNMPv2 was defined through the RFCs 1441 [xxxvi] and 1452 
[xxxvii]. This version improves in the areas of performance, security, confidentiality and 
manager-to-manager communications. The RFC 1901 [xxxviii] defined the SNMPv2c or 
Community-Based Simple Network Management Protocol. This revision comprises the 
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SNMPv2 without the security model that was not widely accepted because was viewed 
as overly complex. Finally at December 2002, the IETF [xxxix] defined through the 
RFC’s 3411 [xl] and 3418 [xli] the SNMPv3 providing authentication, privacy and access 
control, Older versions are considered by the IETF as “obsolete” or “historical”. Really, 
the SNMP implementations often support for multiple versions, typically SNMPv1, 
SNMPv2c and SNMPv3. 
2.2.3 IPerf 
In the next section we present the proposed solution to analyze virtual routers. This 
solution will be based in the traffic routed by virtual routers and we need an application 
to create network data streams to pass over routers and to see its capabilities at different 
bandwidths. 
IPerf is an open source network-testing tool that uses TCP and UDP data streams to 
measure the throughput of a network. 
IPerf has client (traffic source) and server (traffic sink) functionality and can measure 
throughput unidirectional and bi-directional.  
When UDP capacity is used, IPerf allows specifying the datagram size and sent rate and 
allows seeing the packet losses at different bandwidths and packet sizes. 
Also, configuring it properly, IPerf will report the packets lost, the packets sent, or the 
Jitter, and it can be configured to report it as CSV (comma separated values) that will 
make easy monitoring tasks. 
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Chapter 3 
Proposed Solution 
To analyze virtual routers capabilities we have designed two simple scenarios explained 
in Chapter 4. The simple idea is to sent packets through the virtual routers and analyze 
the packet loss and the CPU Load for virtual routers and Virtual Machine Monitor. 
There are two basic parts in this monitoring solution, to monitor the CPU Load and to 
Monitor de packet loss, the first will be monitored directly from the Virtual Machine 
Monitor and the second will be monitored from packet source and packet sink. A script 
in packet source will be responsible to launch data streams to the traffic sink, to monitor 
via SNMP the CPU Load of Virtual Machine Monitor and to put this data and the 
packet sent and packet loss information into a spreadsheet. 
3.1 CPU Load monitoring script 
To monitor the CPU Load from Virtual Machine Monitor, the most reliable solution is 
monitoring via xentop command and passing its results to our monitoring system via 
SNMP. 
We have made a Perl [xlii] script based on a script from Ian Pratt’s [xliii] personal blog 
designed to monitor Xen via SNMP. Our script is a simplification of this script that 
launches periodically a xentop command and saves this information in the SNMP 
MIB’s. 
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The script is copied below this line: 
#!/usr/bin/perl -w 
use strict; 
# declare... 
sub trim($); 
# we need to run 2 iterations because CPU stats show 0% on the first, 
and I'm putting 5 seconds between them. 
my @result = split(/\n/, `xentop -b -i 2 -d 5`); 
# remove the first line 
shift(@result); 
shift(@result) while @result && $result[0] !~ /^[\t ]+NAME/; 
shift(@result); 
#open the SNMP MIB for xen-stats 
open (SNMP, ">/var/run/xen-stats"); 
print SNMP "\n"; 
foreach my $line (@result) 
{  
  my @xenInfo = split(/[\t ]+/, trim($line)); 
  #Print CPU  and Network information in SNMP 
  print SNMP "Name: $xenInfo[0] \n     cpu_sec: $xenInfo[2] \n     
cpu_percent: $xenInfo[3] \n     NETTX: $xenInfo[10] \n     NETRX: 
$xenInfo[11] \n\n"; 
} 
close SNMP; 
# trims leading and trailing whitespace 
sub trim($) 
{ 
  my $string = shift; 
  $string =~ s/^\s+//; 
  $string =~ s/\s+$//; 
  return $string; 
} 
 
The command “xentop –b –i 2 –d 5” is responsible to capture xentop information. “-b” 
option is responsible to output the information to the “stdout”, “-i” option is the number 
of iterations and “-d” option is the delay between iterations. Then the script divides the 
information and prints it in the file “/var/run/xen-stats” to be accessible via SNMP. 
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This script is launched periodically in Virtual Machine Monitor. 
3.2 Traffic source script 
This will be the script that tests the virtual routers passing network packets through it. 
This script will send packet frames at different bandwidths and with different packet 
length for 15 seconds. Bandwidths will be from 1Mbit/s to 101Mbit/s in 4Mbit/s steps. 
The packet length will be 64 bytes, 256 bytes and 1500 bytes. During the packet sent, 
the script also will poll via SNMP the Virtual Machine Monitor CPU Load. Finally the 
script will save all this information in a spreadsheet using the “SpreadSheet-
WriteExcel” [xliv] Perl module. 
The basic script is copied below this line: 
#!/usr/bin/perl -w 
      use strict; 
      use Spreadsheet::WriteExcel; 
      # Creating consum.xls file 
      my $workbook = Spreadsheet::WriteExcel->new("consum.xls"); 
      # Add a worksheet 
      my $sheet1 = $workbook->add_worksheet("Valors"); 
      # Set Sheet1 as the active worksheet 
      $sheet1->activate(); 
# Define array of Bandwidths from 1Mbit/s to 101Mbit/s in steps 
of 4Mbits/s 
my @velocitats = 
('1m','5m','9m','13m','17m','21m','25m','29m','33m','37m','41m',
'45m','49m','53m','57m','61m','65m','69m','73m','77m','81m','85m
','89m','93m','97m','101m'); 
 
# Define array of packet length. 64 bytes, 256 bytes and 1500 
bytes 
      my @tamanys = ('64','256','1500'); 
my $j = 0; 
 #Expresion to poll Virtual Machine Monitor CPU Load via SNMP 
my $expresio = 'snmpwalk -v 2c -c miclave 147.83.106.89 NET-
SNMP-EXTEND-MIB::nsExtendOutputFull.\"xen-stats\"'; 
      foreach my $tamany (@tamanys) 
      { 
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       foreach my $velocitat (@velocitats) 
            { 
             $j++; 
   # Launch iperf and save results into a file 
‘iperf -c 192.168.0.11 -u -b $velocitat -l $tamany -t 
15 -y C >> iperf.txt &`; 
   sleep 10; 
   my @snmp =  `$expresio`; 
   my $k = 0; 
# Save CPU Load for virtual router and physical 
machine in the SpreadSheet 
                  foreach my $line (@snmp) 
                  { 
                   if($line=~m/cpu_percent/) 
                       { 
     if($k == 0) 
     { 
      my @xenInfo = split(/[\t ]+/, trim($line)); 
      $sheet1->write(11,$j,$xenInfo[1]); 
    } 
    if($k == 1) 
    { 
                         my @xenInfo = split(/[\t ]+/, trim($line)); 
                         $sheet1->write(12,$j,$xenInfo[1]); 
    } 
    $k++; 
    } 
                  } 
   sleep 20; 
# Read the IPerf output file and save packet sent and 
loss to the SpreadSheet 
   open (IPERF, "iperf.txt"); 
   my @linies=<IPERF>; 
   my @paquets = split(/[,]+/, $linies[1]); 
   $sheet1->write(2,$j,$paquets[11]); 
   $sheet1->write(3,$j,$paquets[10]);  
   close IPERF; 
   # Delete iperf.txt file to use it in the next loop 
   `rm iperf.txt`; 
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   sleep 20; 
                } 
        } 
# Function trim isn’t copied because it’s the same than in the 
previous script 
 
This basic script has changes depending the scenario configuration and the number of 
virtual routers. When we launch this script without intermediate routers, all the lines 
related with SNMP are deleted, and when the script is launched for two virtual routers 
the IPerf command is launched to times, once for any network, and the spreadsheet will 
have rows for two virtual routers CPU Load, the Virtual Machine Monitor CPU Load, 
and two IPerf packet statistics. 
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Chapter 4 
Evaluation 
Our objective is to analyze virtual machines running as virtual routers. The aim is to see 
performance penalties when we are virtualizing one or more virtual routers in a single 
physical machine. Tests will monitor packet rates and CPU utilisation by virtual and 
physical machines. 
For this analysis we configured two different scenarios with different network 
configurations. First scenario runs only a virtual router to see basic performance 
penalties using virtualisation. Second scenario configures two virtual routers to see how 
affect to performance when there is more than a virtual machine running. Finally in the 
last section of this Chapter, we present results based on CPU limitations for both 
scenarios. 
4.1 Scenario #1 
This scenario has been run under three different topologies. The first one is the simplest 
and just consists of two physical machines connected with an Ethernet cable as depicted 
in Figure 4.1. “TestQuatre” and “TestDos” will be the traffic source and traffic sink 
respectively. In addition of sending and receiving traffic, both machines will also 
monitor the traffic (packet rate) sent and received. The rationale behind this topology is 
to analyze the limitations of our physical machines (i.e. to quantify the packet losses 
caused by the limitations of the physical machines by themselves). 
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The second topology used in our analysis includes a virtual router. In this case Xen is 
configured with bridged configuration, as explained in Chapter 3. Figure 4.2 shows the 
complete configuration of this scenario. The Virtual Machine Manager installed in 
“TestTres” shares Ethernet interfaces with the virtual router “r1t3”, this makes that 
both, physical and virtual machine, have independent IP addresses. Blue and red 
coloured lines represent the virtual links between transmitter (i.e. TestQuatre) and 
receiver (i.e. TestDos) with the virtual router (i.e. r1t3) respectively. Also the green 
coloured line represents the virtual link between Internet and the virtual router. The 
motivation behind this topology is to be able to obtain data to quantify the limitations 
imposed by the virtual router to the traffic exchanged through it. 
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Finally, the third topology used in this first scenario configures the network interfaces 
with dedicated configuration as explained on Chapter 3. As we can observe in Figure 
4.3, that topology is the same as in Figure 4.2 but in this case the interfaces “eth0” and 
“eth1” in “TestTres” haven’t IP address. Obviously the physical connection is the same 
but now “TestDos” and “TestQuatre” have not access to “TestTres”. 
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Again, the motivation to implement this topology is to obtain data to quantify the 
penalty imposed by a “dedicated interface” configuration in the traffic exchange 
through a virtual router. 
4.2 Scenario #2 
This scenario will test the effect on the performance when Xen is running more than one 
virtual machine (in our case, more than one virtual router) into the same physical 
machine. The topologies concept will be the same as that used in the first scenario. 
Figure 4.4 shows the basic configuration of this scenario, only the transmitter and the 
receiver directly connected with an Ethernet link. In this case there are two interfaces 
running on each machine to create two isolated networks. 
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The second topology used in this scenario is configured with two VRs in bridged 
configuration. Now, a greater number of interfaces than in the previous topology are 
used in “TestTres” to grant separated networks. In Figure 4.5 the green coloured line 
represents the “NET0” configured with IP addresses “192.168.0.X” and connected with 
the router “r1t3”. On the other hand, the red coloured line represents the “NET1” 
configured with IP addresses “192.168.1.X” and connected with the router “r2t3”.  
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Finally the last topology uses the dedicated interfaces configuration. This case is 
represented in Figure 4.6. Now “TestTres” has no IP addresses for the interfaces “eth0”, 
“eth1”, “eth3” and “eth4”. As in the first scenario, “TestDos” and “TestQuatre” have no 
access to “TestTres” and the virtual routers directly control the physical interfaces. 
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4.3 Supporting Hardware and software 
To implement these scenarios we used three computers named “TestQuatre”, “TestDos” 
and “TestTres”. 
“TestQuatre” is the traffic source and it is equipped with the following:  
Hardware:  
 CPU: Intel® Core™ 2 CPU 3600 at 1’86 GHz 
 RAM: 1GB at 533MHz 
 Ethernet devices:  
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- ETH0: Intel PRO/100 VE Network Connection 
- ETH1: 3Com 3C905B Fast Etherlink XL 10/100 
Software: 
 Operating System: OpenSUSE – Kernel: 2.6.25.20-0.1-default 
 SSH: OpenSSH 5.0p1 
 Iperf: Version 2.0.4 
 SNMP: Version 5.4.1 
“TestDos” is the traffic sink and it is equipped with the following:  
Hardware:  
 CPU: Intel® Pentium® 4 at 2.40GHz 
 RAM: 512MB at 333MHz 
 Ethernet devices: 
- ETH0: NC100 Network Everywhere Fast Ethernet 10/100 
- ETH1: 82801DB PRO/100 VE (LOM) Ethernet Controller 
Software: 
 Operating System: Debian – Kernel 2.6.26-2-686 
 SSH: OpenSSH 5.1p1 
 Iperf: Version 2.0.4 
“TestTres” is the Virtual Machine host and consists of: 
Hardware:  
 CPU: Intel® Pentium® 4 at 2.40GHz 
 RAM: 512MB at 333MHz 
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 Ethernet devices: 
- ETH0: NC100 Network Everywhere Fast Ethernet 10/100 
- ETH1: NC100 Network Everywhere Fast Ethernet 10/100 
- ETH2: 82801DB PRO/100 VE (LOM) Ethernet Controller 
- ETH3: RTL-8139/8139C/8139C+ 
- ETH4: NC100 Network Everywhere Fast Ethernet 10/100 
Software: 
 Operating System version: Debian – Kernel 2.6.26-2-xen-686 
 Xen: Version Xen 3.2-1 
 SSH: OpenSSH 5.1p1 
 SNMP: Version 5.4.1 
Finally “TestTres” runs two virtual routers. Each of these routers, named “r1t3” and 
“r2t3”, have these virtualized hardware and installed software. 
Hardware:  
 CPU: Intel® Pentium® 4 at 2.40GHz (i.e. the same CPU as the PM) 
 RAM: 72MB (out of the total 512 MB) at 333MHz 
Software: 
 Operating System version: Debian – Kernel 2.6.26-2-xen-686 (i.e. the same 
operating system supporting the PM is also deployed on the VM) 
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4.4 Tests 
Using Iperf, we have been created a script to analyze the performance of Xen virtual 
routers. This script launched by “TestQuatre” sends IP packets from the transmitter 
(TestQuatre) to the receiver (TestDos). The packet lengths are 64, 256 and 1500 bytes 
and are sent with different rates, from 1Mb/s to 101 Mb/s in steps of 4 Mb/s. At the 
same time the script monitors, by means of SNMP, the Xen Virtual Machine (TestTres) 
CPU Load for any packet rate. With this script we will be able to observe the evolution 
of the packet losses against the CPU Load of the physical machine and of the virtual 
routers. 
4.5 Results discussion 
For each scenario, the results are grouped into three categories according to the packet 
length. As mentioned above, the idea is to show the performance of virtual routers with 
different packet sizes and different packet rates. The order of presentation will be from 
the biggest to the lowest packet size and from the minimum to the maximum number of 
packets per second. 
Unless otherwise stated, the figures show the number of transmitted packets 
(packets/second) in the “X-Axis” and the number of received packets (packets/second) 
in the “Y-Axis”. The figures that also show the CPU load, the right “Y-Axis” 
corresponds to the CPU consumption in percentage. 
4.5.1 Results of Scenario #1 
4.5.1.1 Packets of 1500 bytes: 
Figures 4.7 4.8 and 4.9 show the relation between transmitted packets by “TestQuatre” 
and received packets by “TestDos”. 
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In Figure 4.7 we can observe that receiver rate is completely matched to the transmitter.  
Observe that trying to increase the transmitter packet rate is not possible above about 
7695 packets/second (the third by the end abscissa). This is because at that point the 
transmitter capacity was reached.  
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Figure 4.8 shows the results of bridged configuration. With this configuration there isn’t 
any observable packet loss up to 5.000 packets per second.  Then the packet losses 
increase up to a maximum of about 2’2%. 
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Finally with dedicated interfaces configuration, the results are represented in Figure 4.9. 
Now the packet loss appears when the router receives more than 5.000 packets per 
second but the maximum packet loss was quoted no more that 0’6%. For that reason the 
drawings of transmitted and received packets are in practice superposed. 
The following figures represent the consumption of CPU for different type of entities; 
namely the Physical Machine (PM), the virtual router r1t3, and the whole system. The 
CPU usage is represented in the right side vertical axis, whereas in the left we observe 
the received packets rates. 
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Figure 4.10 shows that the CPU is evenly distributed among the physical machine and 
the virtual router, with rates of 70% and 30% respectively, up to about 5000 packets per 
second. At that point the CPU load reaches 100% and packets start to be lost as revealed 
by figure 4.8. Above 5000 packets per second we observe remarkable oscillations 
caused by the CPU saturation.  In fact, when the CPU is nearly saturated the script 
entrusted to monitor de CPU load can’t run anymore; therefore the results obtained are 
not reliable. 
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In Figure 4.11 we observe that the CPU load never raises saturation (100%).  In 
addition, as in this configuration the virtual machine controls the network interface, the 
virtual machine needs more CPU (a maximum of 50%) than the physical machine, 
whose maximum is only a 13%. 
4.5.1.2 Packets of 256 bytes: 
Figures 4.12 4.13 and 4.14 show the relation between transmitted packets by 
“TestQuatre” and received packets by “TestDos” with 256 bytes packet length. 
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Figure 4.12 reveals packet losses of around the 0%. Only in some moments the packet 
loss is around the 0’07%. The performance of transmitter and receiver is not exactly 
equal but it will not affect the analysis results. 
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Observing the results obtained with the bridged configuration of Figure 4.13, packets 
losses are apparent. When the transmitted packet rate is under 8.000 packets per second, 
the packet loss is under 1%. From 8.000 to 28.000 packets per second the packet loss 
oscillate from 1% to 9%. From 28.000 packets per second, the packet loss grows 
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directly proportional to the transmitted packet rate. Finally the packet rate supported by 
the virtual router stabilizes around the 16.000 packets per second. 
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Finally, the dedicated interfaces configuration showed in Figure 4.14 exhibits packet 
losses under 0’7% in the whole range of transmitted rates. 
In respect to CPU consumption, only the dedicated interfaces configuration give us 
consistent data because with bridged configuration the CPU load is oscillating all the 
time. Figure 4.15 shows how the CPU time for the virtual router grows to the 80% and 
the Virtual Machine Monitor shares his CPU time with the router and consumes around 
20%. 
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The data captured for the bridged configuration shows that when transmitted packet rate 
arrives to 12.000 packets per second, the CPU load is on 100%, around 74% for the 
physical machine and 25% for the virtual router. Since the transmitted packet rate is 
stabilized, the CPU load also is stabilized and the packet rate that passes through the 
router also is practically constant. 
4.5.1.3 Packets of 64 bytes: 
Figures 4.16, 4.17 and 4.18 show the relation between transmitted packets by 
“TestQuatre” and received packets by “TestDos” with 64 bytes packet length. This is 
the shortest packet length that we used. In this case we can appreciate limitations 
coming from the physical interfaces. 
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Figure 4.16 shows the limitations of both the receiver and of the transmitter. In this 
case, the receiver can only process 83.000 packets per second. The packet loss is around 
6% but is constant because both network interfaces are in their limit at the same time. 
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Figure 4.17 shows the results for bridged configuration. Now we can observe that until 
the packet rate is over 40.000 packets per second, the packet loss is under 7% and with a 
maximum of 31.000 packets passed through the router. Since 40.000 packets per 
second, the number of packets received decreases to 16.000 per second with a packet 
loss of 81%. 
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Finally in Figure 4.18 we observe that with dedicated interfaces, the maximum received 
packet rate is 81.000 packets per second with a packet loss of around 7%. 
Observing the CPU figures we have the same problem as with the 256 bytes packets. 
The graph for bridged configuration oscillates continuously. Figure 4.19 shows the CPU 
load for the dedicated interfaces configuration. 
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As we can see in Figure 4.19, the CPU Total Load is on 100% when we are sending 
18.000 packets per second. Then the CPU time for the virtual router grows up at the 
same time that the number of packets transmitted. Reaching the maximum available 
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transmitter packet rate (around 88000 packets/second), the CPU time for the virtual 
router and for physical machine is constant. 
4.5.2 Results of Scenario #2 
 
4.5.2.1 Packets of 1500 bytes: 
Figures 4.20, 4.21 and 4.22 show the relation between transmitted packets by 
“TestQuatre” and received packets by “TestDos” with 1500 bytes packet length using 
two networks at the same time.  
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In Figure 4.20 we can observe that without router between transmitter and receiver the 
packet loss is insignificant, only a few captures have packet losses and well below 
0’5%. The packet rate arrives up to 6.000 packets per second and stabilizes around 
5.800 packets per second. 
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Figure 4.21 shows that with two Xen routers the packet loss is significant for one of the 
networks. The green coloured line shows packets received by “TestDos” through 
“NET0”. When The packet rate is under 3.000 packets per second, the packet losses for 
the two networks is under 2%; when the rate is over 3.000 packets per second, “NET0” 
begins to loose packets arriving to 50%. The maximum packet rate for this net is 3.700 
packets per second and then it stabilizes around 3.000 packets per second. 
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Finally, using the dedicated interfaces configuration the two networks pass most of the 
packets to the receiver with only a packet loss around he 1% as shown in Figure 4.22. 
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Figures 4.23 and 4.24 graph the CPU Load compared with the packet rate passed 
through the virtual routers. 
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In Figure 4.23 we can appreciate the effect of CPU Load on the packet losses. When the 
CPU Total is under 90%, packets received by both networks are similar as well as it is 
the CPU utilised by both virtual routers. At this point, the “NET1” router, “r2t3”, uses 
more CPU than “r1t3” and in consequence the packet loss for “NET0” grows.  
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Figure 4.24 shows that with dedicated interfaces, the CPU Total is under 100% and the 
virtual routers have no problem to pass packets through both networks. 
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4.5.2.2 Packets of 256 bytes: 
Figures 4.25, 4.26 and 4.27 show the relation between transmitted packets by 
“TestQuatre” and received packets by “TestDos” with 256 bytes packet length using 
two networks at the same time.  
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Analyzing Figure 4.25 we can appreciate the limitations of “TestDos” that cannot 
receive more than 22.000 packets per second. 
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Figure 4.26 shows that when the transmitted packet rate is over 5.000 packets per 
second, both networks loose packets, stabilizing the received packet rate for around 
11.000 packets per second for “NET1” and 6.000 packets per second for “NET0”. 
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In Figure 4.27 we can see that when packet rate is less than 10.000 packets per second, 
both virtual routers have no problem to pass packets. Nevertheless, when the rate is over 
10.000 packets per second both networks loose packets, being around 25% for “NET1” 
and 45% for “NET0”. The maximum packets received by these networks are 17.000 and 
15.000 packets per second respectively. 
CPU Load graph for bridged configuration is not showed but analyzing the captures the 
CPU Load is on 100% when the sender packet rate is over 5.000 packets per second and 
the packet loss grows at this point. Is significant that the “NET1” router, “r2t3”, uses 
always around 2% more CPU time than “NET0” and “NET1” is the network with a 
bigger received packet rate. 
For dedicated interfaces, Figure 4.28 shows that when the transmitted packet rate is over 
10.000 packets per second the CPU Total is around 100% and “NET1” uses from 45% 
to 47% in front of “NET0” that uses from 39% to 40% of CPU time. 
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4.5.2.3 Packets of 64 bytes: 
Figures 4.29, 4.30 and 4.31 shows the relationship between transmitted packets by 
“TestQuatre” and received packets by “TestDos” with 64 bytes packet length using two 
networks at the same time.  
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In Figure 4.29 the receiver cannot receive all packets when the rate is over 17.000 
packets per second. For both networks the rate stabilizes around 15.000 packets per 
second losing more than 50% of packets. 
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In Figure 4.30, using bridged configuration, the packet losses start when the transmitter 
sends more than 9.000 packets per second. “NET0” grows to more than 11.000 packets 
per second and falls to 7.000 packets per second, and “NET1” arrives to more than 
8.000 packets per second and stabilizes at around 3.500 packets per second. The packet 
losses are over 80% for “NET0” and over 90% for “NET1”. 
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Finally, in Figure 4.31, when the transmitter sends more than 15.000 packets per 
second, the virtual routers packet losses and both received rates stabilizes around 10.000 
packets per second. Packet losses are over 50%. 
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In this final case, both CPU Load graphs are oscillating all time due to CPU saturation. 
With the captures of bridged configuration we can observe that Total CPU grows 
rapidly when the packet rate grows. It is worthy to say that in this case “NET0” takes 
from 7% to 10% CPU time and “NET1” only takes from 3% to 4% of it. 
In the dedicated interfaces data, the physical machine only takes around 5% of the CPU 
time, and the rest is distributed among both virtual routers. When the received packet 
rate is at its maximum, the CPU raises 100%. 
4.6 Results for CPU allocation 
Finally we have made tests for both scenarios limiting CPU Load. We can give priority 
to the CPU of the virtual router or the physical machine. Alternatively, we can assign a 
given maximum amount of CPU utilization (in %) to any of the two entities. Limiting 
CPU load is interesting because in some cases it will be necessary to restrict the use of 
CPU resources of some virtual machines in favour of others. Therefore our target here is 
to ensure that this is feasible. The results are presented in graphics that confirm the 
effect of CPU Load limitation in the packet losses. 
Figures 4.32 and 4.33 show this effect for 1500 bytes packet when the Physical 
Machine has more priority than the virtual machine consuming CPU Load. In this case 
the network adopts bridged configuration. 
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Comparing these results with Figures 4.8 and 4.10, it’s obvious that in Figure 4.33 the 
CPU Load of the virtual router has been limited and there is a higher packet loss visible 
in Figure 4.32. 
Figures 4.34 and 4.35 presents the same packet rate and network configuration but 
giving CPU priority to “r1t3” CPU, this is the virtual machine. 
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In this case practically there isn’t any packet loss. When virtual router has priority using 
the CPU, the monitoring script fails, but really, the “r1t3” has more CPU Load and pass 
packets through the network. 
Figures 4.36 and 4.37 show the same analysis limiting Physical Machine CPU Load to 
50%. 
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In this last case for bridged configuration, is obvious that packet loss is greater. This is 
caused by the limitation of CPU consumption by physical machine. If physical machine 
can’t consume more than 50% of CPU, isn’t able to pass all packets from the physical 
Ethernet interface to the virtual router and then this packets don’t arrive to traffic sink. 
Making same tests with dedicated interfaces configuration we only can appreciate real 
differences when virtual router has the CPU consumption limited. Figures 4.38 and 4.39 
show this case when “r1t3” is limited to 50% of CPU with 1500 bytes packet and 
dedicated interfaces network configuration. 
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We can compare these figures with Figures 4.9 and 4.11. Now there are some moments 
where appear packet losses, these, appears when the virtual router CPU is around the 
50% and the Xen Hypervisor limits it.  
Finally we present some figures using the second scenario with two virtual routers and 
dedicated interfaces.  
Figures 4.40 and 4.41 show a similar case but giving priority of CPU Load to “r2t3” 
router using dedicated interfaces and 256 bytes packets. These figures are comparable 
with Figures 4.27 and 4.28. 
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In this case, Figure 4.40 we can observe that the packet rate for “NET0” is less than for 
“NET1”. Also the maximum packet rate is around 21.000 packets per second, more than 
in figure 4.27 where the maximum packet rate is around 16.000 packets per second. 
This is caused by CPU priority observable in Figure 4.41 where “r2t3” use around of 
60% CPU Load, more than “r1t3” that consumes around 30%. This CPU use is 
comparable with Figure 4.28 where each virtual router consumes around 40% of total 
CPU Load. 
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Chapter 5 
Conclusions 
XEN is a virtualization tool that can be used to create virtual routers and hence virtual 
networks with their associated advantages. In this project we have studied the impact of 
different strategies on the usage of resources of the hosting node with the aim to derive 
best practices recommendations on the creation of virtual resources. 
The term “node resources” is often associated to its memory and CPU capacity. In terms 
of memory, XEN will require a given amount as any application running on the node. In 
addition, each virtual machine will also require a given memory space. Tests carried out 
in our scenarios revealed that the memory needed by the Hypervisor is about 40 Mega 
bytes whereas the memory consumed by a virtual router was quoted as a minimum of 
64 Megabytes. As the memory used in a node where many virtual machines are 
instantiated will grow linearly with the number of such machines, we can conclude that 
in current days platforms memory utilization will never be a limiting factor. XEN 
allows for memory allocation to virtual machines under its control. We can use this 
capability assigning an upper bound of memory to each virtual router above the stated 
memory consumption. Nevertheless this action has no impact on the operation of the 
node for the reason just said. 
As for CPU is concerned, the Hypervisor, the exiting virtual machines and the physical 
machine by itself will share it under the control of the operative system. This sharing 
shouldn’t be necessarily uniform and we can give more priority to some virtual 
machines than to others. Nevertheless, unlike with memory utilization, CPU is a 
resource that can be easily exhausted. Several factors impact on it and we have found as 
the most representative the number and the configuration of physical interfaces, the 
number of virtual machines and finally, the packed length of traffic flows offered to 
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these virtual machines. In the following paragraphs we discuss the impact of each one 
of these factors. 
Physical interfaces can be assigned following two basic strategies. One consisting in a 
one to one association, where the virtual machine takes control of physical interface. 
This is known as dedicated configuration. The other alternative is to allow a set of 
virtual machines to share the same physical interface, which is known as bridged 
configuration. The last one is indeed more efficient in terms of use of physical devices; 
nevertheless it causes an important CPU overhead. This overhead mainly derives from 
the usage of CPU by the physical machine (i.e. the hypervisor) in order to do its 
bridging activity. Therefore, if CPU is scarce it will be almost mandatory to opt for a 
dedicated configuration. 
As far as the number of virtual machines is concerned it is clear that its number also 
impacts in CPU consumption. We have observed that doubling the number of virtual 
machines doubles the CPU consumption due to the routing activity by itself, in case that 
we have a dedicated configuration. Therefore we can expect similar trends for higher 
number of virtual machines. Nevertheless, for bridged configuration the CPU consumed 
by the hypervisor grows much faster than linearly. Again, we have to recommend the 
dedicated configuration as much as possible especially in nodes supporting a 
considerable amount of virtual machines. 
The packet length of the traffic flows is also highly affecting the CPU availability. For 
the same interface bit rate, as much shorter the packets are, much work effort is required 
to the CPU. This phenomenon is either valid for the operation of the dedicated 
configuration as well as for the routing activity. 
Limiting the CPU usage to any of the existing processes (virtual machines or the 
physical machine) has to be exercised with care. When the amount of CPU usage 
allowed to a process is below its minimum necessary, packet losses rapidly appear in 
the affected networks. For instance, if we limit the CPU of the physical machine in a 
bridged configuration, all the networks sharing that interface are affected by packet 
losses. On the other hand, limiting the CPU usage to a virtual machine below its 
minimum required causes an increase of packet losses in the network supported by that 
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virtual router. CPU can be limited to virtual machines in favour of other virtual 
machines provided that packet losses are tolerable to the former ones. To do so it is 
advisable the use of a monitoring mechanism dynamically coupled to the resources 
manager to allow / deny more or less CPU usage to the coexisting processes of any 
network node. 
Related to the issue just tackled in the above paragraph it is worthy to mention the 
critical nature of a monitoring system in the resources assignment process. Although not 
specifically related to any adaptive resource assignment mechanism, monitoring was 
also in the scope of that project. Our aim was to select appropriate techniques to control 
the main behavioural parameters of several virtualization scenarios, which eventually 
could be incorporated in future autonomous systems.  According to what we observed, 
SNMP direct monitoring is not advisable due to the lack of accuracy of the relevant 
MIB variables. Nevertheless, an indirect technique consisting in retrieving the 
monitored variables obtained from the xentop command via SNMP is a good 
compromise between monitored variables accuracy and the simplicity of the remote 
access protocol.  
5.1 Future Work 
Creating and dynamically operating virtual resources and networks intended to fulfil 
well-established business and quality goals are of paramount importance. Virtual 
resource providers are today interested how to slice their physical resources to sell them 
to their customers with the goal of fulfilling established contractual agreements as well 
as assuring appropriate revenue. In addition, virtual resources have to be dynamically 
reassigned according to the varying nature of the supported services. In this project we 
have studied techniques that can play a role in that scenario. Of course a lot of work is 
still needed. In particular we have to determine appropriate decision-making 
mechanisms to adopt the optimum or near-optimum virtualization strategy. This means 
to identify first of all the appropriate goal indicators and then a strategy to shape the 
resource configuration policies that properly deployed will contribute to fulfil the 
infrastructure providers’ goals. In the future months we will address such issues. 
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Appendix A  
Configuration Scripts 
To configure Testbed and to launch tests we have created some scripts that are not 
copied in any Chapter. In this section we collect all these scripts explaining his basic 
function. 
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A.1 r1t3.cfg 
This script is the Virtual Router configuration file for bridged interfaces configuration. 
# 
# Configuration file for the Xen instance r1t3, created 
# by xen-tools 3.9 on Thu May  7 13:03:52 2009. 
# 
 
# 
#  Kernel + memory size 
# 
kernel      = '/boot/vmlinuz-2.6.26-2-xen-686' 
ramdisk     = '/boot/initrd.img-2.6.26-2-xen-686' 
memory      = '64' 
extra = 'clocksource=jiffies' 
 
# 
#  Disk device(s). 
# 
root        = '/dev/xvda2 ro' 
disk        = [ 
                  'file:/home/xen/domains/r1t3/swap.img,xvda1,w', 
                  'file:/home/xen/domains/r1t3/disk.img,xvda2,w', 
              ] 
 
# 
#  Hostname 
# 
name        = 'r1t3' 
 
# 
#  Networking 
# 
dhcp        = 'dhcp' 
#Bridged interfaces 
vif         = [ 'mac=00:16:3E:BD:16:DD ,bridge=eth0 ' , 
'mac=00:16:3E:BD:16:DA ,bridge=eth1' , 'mac=00:16:3E:BD:16:DB , 
bridge=eth2'] 
 
 
# 
#  Behaviour 
# 
on_poweroff = 'destroy' 
on_reboot   = 'restart' 
on_crash    = 'restart' 
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A.2 bridge-propi 
This script allows us to create three virtual bridges to connect de Virtual Router to the 
traffic source, the traffic sink and to internet. 
#!/bin/sh 
XENDIR="/etc/xen/scripts" 
 
$XENDIR/network-bridge "$@" netdev=eth2 bridge=eth2 vifnum=2 
$XENDIR/network-bridge "$@" netdev=eth1 bridge=eth1 vifnum=1 
$XENDIR/network-bridge "$@" netdev=eth0 bridge=eth0 vifnum=0 
 
A.3 bridge-provi2rv 
This is the same script but used to create five virtual bridges to use with two virtual 
routers. 
#!/bin/sh 
XENDIR="/etc/xen/scripts" 
 
$XENDIR/network-bridge "$@" netdev=eth2 bridge=eth2 vifnum=2 
$XENDIR/network-bridge "$@" netdev=eth1 bridge=eth1 vifnum=1 
$XENDIR/network-bridge "$@" netdev=eth0 bridge=eth0 vifnum=0 
$XENDIR/network-bridge "$@" netdev=eth3 bridge=eth3 vifnum=3 
$XENDIR/network-bridge "$@" netdev=eth5 bridge=eth5 vifnum=5 
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A.4 unbind.sh 
This script is responsible to unbind physical interfaces from Dom0 and then it can be 
dedicated to a virtual machine. 
echo -n 0000:02:02.0 > /sys/bus/pci/drivers/tulip/unbind 
echo -n 0000:02:04.0 > /sys/bus/pci/drivers/tulip/unbind 
echo -n 0000:02:02.0 > /sys/bus/pci/drivers/pciback/new_slot 
echo -n 0000:02:04.0 > /sys/bus/pci/drivers/pciback/new_slot 
echo -n 0000:02:02.0 > /sys/bus/pci/drivers/pciback/bind 
echo -n 0000:02:04.0 > /sys/bus/pci/drivers/pciback/bind 
 
A.5 unbind2rv.sh 
This is the same script but in this case unbinding 4 physical interfaces to use with two 
virtual routers. 
echo -n 0000:02:02.0 > /sys/bus/pci/drivers/tulip/unbind 
echo -n 0000:02:04.0 > /sys/bus/pci/drivers/tulip/unbind 
echo -n 0000:02:00.0 > /sys/bus/pci/drivers/8139too/unbind 
echo -n 0000:02:01.0 > /sys/bus/pci/drivers/tulip/unbind 
echo -n 0000:02:02.0 > /sys/bus/pci/drivers/pciback/new_slot 
echo -n 0000:02:04.0 > /sys/bus/pci/drivers/pciback/new_slot 
echo -n 0000:02:00.0 > /sys/bus/pci/drivers/pciback/new_slot 
echo -n 0000:02:01.0 > /sys/bus/pci/drivers/pciback/new_slot 
echo -n 0000:02:02.0 > /sys/bus/pci/drivers/pciback/bind 
echo -n 0000:02:04.0 > /sys/bus/pci/drivers/pciback/bind 
echo -n 0000:02:00.0 > /sys/bus/pci/drivers/pciback/bind 
echo -n 0000:02:01.0 > /sys/bus/pci/drivers/pciback/bind 
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A.6 r1t3dedicades.cfg 
This script is the Virtual Router configuration file for dedicated interfaces 
configuration. 
# 
# Configuration file for the Xen instance r1t3, created 
# by xen-tools 3.9 on Thu May  7 13:03:52 2009. 
# 
 
# 
#  Kernel + memory size 
# 
kernel      = '/boot/vmlinuz-2.6.26-2-xen-686' 
ramdisk     = '/boot/initrd.img-2.6.26-2-xen-686' 
memory      = '64' 
extra = 'clocksource=jiffies' 
 
# 
#  Disk device(s). 
# 
root        = '/dev/xvda2 ro' 
disk        = [ 
                  'file:/home/xen/domains/r1t3/swap.img,xvda1,w', 
                  'file:/home/xen/domains/r1t3/disk.img,xvda2,w', 
              ] 
 
 
# 
#  Hostname 
# 
name        = 'r1t3' 
 
# 
#  Networking 
# 
dhcp        = 'dhcp' 
#Two dedicated interfaces 
pci=['0000:02:02.0', '0000:02:04.0'] 
#Bridged interface 
vif         = ['mac=00:16:3E:BD:16:DB ,bridge=eth2'] 
 
# 
#  Behaviour 
# 
on_poweroff = 'destroy' 
on_reboot   = 'restart' 
on_crash    = 'restart' 
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A.7 xen_stats_sencer.pl 
This script collects data for virtual machines and Xen Virtual Machine Monitor from 
xentop and puts it into MIB to be accessible via SNMP: 
#!/usr/bin/perl –w 
use strict;# declare... 
sub trim($); 
# we need to run 2 iterations because CPU stats show 0% on the first, 
and I'm putting 5 seconds between them. 
my @result = split(/\n/, `xentop -b -i 2 -d 5`); 
# remove the first line 
shift(@result); 
shift(@result) while @result && $result[0] !~ /^[\t ]+NAME/; 
shift(@result); 
#open the SNMP MIB for xen-stats 
open (SNMP, ">/var/run/xen-stats"); 
print SNMP "\n"; 
foreach my $line (@result){ 
 my @xenInfo = split(/[\t ]+/, trim($line)); 
  #Print CPU  and Network information in SNMP 
  print SNMP "Name: $xenInfo[0] \n     cpu_sec: 
  $xenInfo[2] \n     cpu_percent:  $xenInfo[3] \n 
  NETTX: $xenInfo[10] \n     NETRX: $xenInfo[11] \n\n"; 
} 
close SNMP; 
# trims leading and trailing whitespace 
sub trim($){ 
  my $string = shift; 
  $string =~ s/^\s+//; 
  $string =~ s/\s+$//; 
  return $string; 
} 
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A.8 funcio.pl 
This script, copied also in Chapter 3, is responsible to test de virtual machines and 
collect data from Virtual Machine Monitor via SNMP. 
#!/usr/bin/perl -w 
 
use strict; 
use Spreadsheet::WriteExcel; 
 
# Creating consum.xls file 
my $workbook = Spreadsheet::WriteExcel->new("consum.xls"); 
 
# Add a worksheet 
my $sheet1 = $workbook->add_worksheet("Valors"); 
 
# Set Sheet1 as the active worksheet 
$sheet1->activate(); 
  
  
# Define array of Bandwidths from 1Mbit/s to 101Mbit/s in steps of 
4Mbits/s 
my @velocitats = 
('1m','5m','9m','13m','17m','21m','25m','29m','33m','37m','41m','45m',
'49m','53m','57m','61m','65m','69m','73m','77m','81m','85m','89m','93m
','97m','101m'); 
 
# Define array of packet length. 64 bytes, 256 bytes and 1500 bytes 
my @tamanys = ('64','256','1500'); 
my $j = 0; 
#Expresion to poll Virtual Machine Monitor CPU Load via SNMP 
my $expresio = 'snmpwalk -v 2c -c miclave 147.83.106.89 NET-SNMP-
EXTEND-MIB::nsExtendOutputFull.\"xen-stats\"'; 
 
foreach my $tamany (@tamanys){ 
foreach my $velocitat (@velocitats){ 
       $j++; 
# Launch iperf and save results into a file 
`iperf -c 192.168.0.11 -u -b $velocitat -l $tamany -t 15 -y 
C >> iperf.txt &`; 
  sleep 10; 
  my @snmp =  `$expresio`; 
  my $k = 0; 
 
# Save CPU Load for virtual router and physical machine in 
the SpreadSheet 
            foreach my $line (@snmp){ 
             if($line=~m/cpu_percent/){ 
    if($k == 0){ 
    my @xenInfo = split(/[\t ]+/, trim($line)); 
    $sheet1->write(11,$j,$xenInfo[1]);} 
    if($k == 1){ 
            my @xenInfo = split(/[\t ]+/, trim($line)); 
$sheet1->write(12,$j,$xenInfo[1]);} 
    $k++;} 
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} 
   sleep 20; 
# Read the IPerf output file and save packet sent and 
loss to the SpreadSheet 
   open (IPERF, "iperf.txt"); 
   my @linies=<IPERF>; 
   my @paquets = split(/[,]+/, $linies[1]); 
   $sheet1->write(2,$j,$paquets[11]); 
   $sheet1->write(3,$j,$paquets[10]);  
   close IPERF; 
# Delete iperf.txt file to use it in the next loop 
   `rm iperf.txt`; 
   sleep 20; 
} 
} 
 
# trims leading and trailing whitespace 
sub trim($) 
{ 
  my $string = shift; 
  $string =~ s/^\s+//; 
  $string =~ s/\s+$//; 
  return $string; 
} 
 
!"#$%&'()"*+(',-./.*%$*01"*2"(*3-4"#5/.%#**6%#*7/#08',/9/(:*;"0<%#=*>"5/)".***
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A.9 funcio2rv.pl 
This script is the same than “funcio.pl” but in this case to test the scenario with two 
virtual routers. 
#!/usr/bin/perl -w 
 
use strict; 
use Spreadsheet::WriteExcel; 
 
# Creating consum.xls file 
my $workbook = Spreadsheet::WriteExcel->new("consum.xls"); 
 
# Add a worksheets 
my $sheet1 = $workbook->add_worksheet("Valors"); 
 
# Set Sheet1 as the active worksheet 
$sheet1->activate(); 
 
# Define array of Bandwidths from 1Mbit/s to 101Mbit/s in steps of 
4Mbits/s 
my @velocitats = 
('1m','5m','9m','13m','17m','21m','25m','29m','33m','37m','41m','45m',
'49m','53m','57m','61m','65m','69m','73m','77m','81m','85m','89m','93m
','97m','101m'); 
 
# Define array of packet length. 64 bytes, 256 bytes and 1500 bytes 
my @tamanys = ('64','256','1500'); 
my $j = 0; 
 
#Expresion to poll Virtual Machine Monitor CPU Load via SNMP 
my $expresio = 'snmpwalk -v 2c -c miclave 147.83.106.89 NET-SNMP-
EXTEND-MIB::nsExtendOutputFull.\"xen-stats\"'; 
foreach my $tamany (@tamanys){ 
foreach my $velocitat (@velocitats){ 
$j++; 
# Launch iperf and save results into a file 
`iperf -c 192.168.0.11 -u -b $velocitat -l $tamany -t 15 -
y C >> iperf0.txt &`; 
`iperf -c 192.168.1.11 -u -b $velocitat -l $tamany -t 15 -
y C >> iperf1.txt &`; 
  sleep 10; 
  my @snmp =  `$expresio`; 
  my $k = 0; 
            foreach my $line (@snmp){ 
if($line=~m/cpu_percent/){ 
    if($k == 0){ 
    my @xenInfo = split(/[\t ]+/, trim($line)); 
    $sheet1->write(19,$j,$xenInfo[1]);} 
    if($k == 1){ 
                        my @xenInfo = split(/[\t ]+/, trim($line)); 
                        $sheet1->write(20,$j,$xenInfo[1]);} 
    if($k == 2){ 
    my @xenInfo = split(/[\t ]+/, trim($line)); 
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                        $sheet1->write(21,$j,$xenInfo[1]);} 
    $k++;} 
                  } 
   sleep 20; 
# Read the IPerf output file and save packet sent and 
loss to the SpreadSheet 
   open (IPERF, "iperf0.txt"); 
   my @linies=<IPERF>; 
   my @paquets = split(/[,]+/, $linies[1]); 
   $sheet1->write(2,$j,$paquets[11]); 
   $sheet1->write(3,$j,$paquets[10]);  
   close IPERF; 
   open (IPERF, "iperf1.txt"); 
   my @linies1=<IPERF>; 
   my @paquets1 = split(/[,]+/, $linies1[1]); 
   $sheet1->write(11,$j,$paquets1[11]); 
   $sheet1->write(12,$j,$paquets1[10]); 
 
   close IPERF; 
# Delete iperf0.txt and iperf1.txt file to use it in 
the next loop 
   `rm iperf0.txt`; 
   `rm iperf1.txt`; 
   sleep 20; 
 
} 
} 
 
# trims leading and trailing whitespace 
sub trim($) 
{ 
  my $string = shift; 
  $string =~ s/^\s+//; 
  $string =~ s/\s+$//; 
  return $string; 
} 
 *
 
